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SPECIAL OPERATIONS
The special sections
(Saint-Émilion, Champagne, Provence, Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Alsace, Sauternes et Barsac,
Crus classés du Médoc, Corton, Margaux, Clos Vougeot, Languedoc, Gevrey-Chambertin...)

RHÔNE (2017)

CHAMPAGNE (2018)

GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN (2018)

SAINT-ÉMILION (2019)

In 2013, VIGNERON launched a new concept of special sections dedicated to strong
personality (leading, influential) vineyards. In these sections, the same editorial processing
is given to all. An introduction highlights the history and specifics of each vineyard.
Then, each domain or château has a two-page presentation, done in alphabetical order.

INFORMATION AND RATES 2020
Circulation
Vigneron is a prestige magazine dedicated to the greatest wine makers who grow the best wines. Our readers are primarily passionates, amateurs or professionals, as well as wine makers, sommeliers and cellarmen.
Vigneron is printed on the best quality paper made in France, by
a top quality printing company.
Vigneron has brought together a team of renowned writers and
distinguished photographers comitted to a brand new concept,
which showcases long articles as well as spectacular pictures
blending in an high quality graphic design.
A quaterly publication, Vigneron comes out at the beginning of
March, June, September and December of every year.
Vigneron has a current circulation of between 25 and 30.000
copies, half of which are sold through the press network, with a
selection of the most important newspaper stores in France, Belgium and Switzerland. The remaining half is made up of paying
subscriptions (almost 8.000 today) and 4.000 decision makers
(trend setters, advisors) in the wine industry who enjoy a free
subscription.
These 4.000 are composed of:
• The 800 best-known wine makers, domains, chateaux, owners,
directors and managers in France and a selection of the most
famous international domains.
• The wine selling market in Bordeaux, Burgundy and Champagne.
• The 200 most relevant journalists in the wine world in France,
Belgium and Switzerland.
• the French ambassadors in the 30 countries around the world
where the best French wines are exported.
• The 600 French restaurants holder of a Michelin star (featured in
the Michelin Guide)
• All the 3-star restaurants in the world (except Japan).
• All the 2 and 3-star restaurants in Belgium and Switzerland.
• The 150 largest hotels/restaurants in France, including all the
luxury hotels, addressed to the sommelier’s team.
• A selection of professional sommeliers in the main wine-making
regions in France.
• 1.500 cellarmen among the most energetic ones (with at least
400 references and offering, for most of them, sampling sessions to
their customers).

Standard positioning
Full Page
1/2 page
1/4 page

5 900
3 500
1 900

Special positioning
4th cover
2nd cover
1st recto

9 000
8 000
7 000

Technical details
• PDF, JPEG high definition (300 DPI)
to send us via e-mail or on a disk…

• Full paper, please have a 5 mm bleed page.

Ad size

(width and height in millimeters):

Full page
230 x 300

Double page spread
460 x 300

width
1/2 page
230 x 150

height
1/2 page
115 x 300

As the first magazine
exclusively dedicated to
the greatest wine makers
who grow the best-known
wines, Vigneron is
a prestige quaterly
publication aimed at
connoisseurs as well
as amateurs and
professionals. Printed
on a superior quality
French paper, this
magazine, launched
in 2010, brings together
the best known
writers and the best
photographers,
highlighted by a brand
new, original editorial
concept. Vigneron wants
to pay tribute to the
great French way of life.
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